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This paper discusses the regularity of the heat semigroup P, generated from the 
abstract Wiener measure p, on an abstract Wiener space (H. B). It is shown that if 
ff L’(p,(.u. (fr)) for some r> I. then P,.f(s) is intinitely H-differentiable and 
D”P,f(s) is a symmetric n-linear Hilbert-Schmidt operator in L”(H). A compact 
formula of D”P,.f(.v) and the estimation of ~1D”P,,/(.u)l~., are also given. In the 
course of proving the above results, we obtain some sharp integral inequalities, 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
L. Gross [3] initiated the study of infinite dimensional Laplacian based 
on the formal expression A = CT=, ?i?.uf. There the heat semigroup 
P, = exp(ttd) is defined and studied. It was shown that if the underlying 
space under consideration is an abstract Wiener space the heat semigroup 
can be represented by means of a family of measures (p,: t > 0 ), known as 
the abstract Wiener measures. More precisely, let (H, B) be an abstract 
Wiener space: H is a given real separable Hilbert space with norm 
1. I H = $ ( ., .) and B the completion of H with respect to a measurable 
norm II.11 on H. As H is identified as a subspace of B, we further identify 
B*, the dual of B, as a dense subspace of H* z H in such a way that, for 
.Y E H and J’E B*, (x, ~1) = (x, y), where (., . ) denotes the B--B* pairing. 
* Research supported by the National Science Council of R.O.C. This work was done while 
visiting the IMA at the University of Minnesota. 
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Then tb: abstract Wiener measure pr with variance parameter t is charac- 
terized as the unique Bore1 measure so that 
for h E L’*. If we define p,(.u, E) =p,( E- s) for x E B and EE B(B), the 
Bore1 field of B, then 
~,ft~) = j f’tjq) p,k d+4 = j .f’6 +r) p,(dd 
B B 
for all real-valued measurable functions f’~ f.‘(pJs, ~$3)). 
In this paper, we concern ourself with the regularity properties of P,fas 
well as I he estimation of its n-fold “derivative” in HilbertMchmidt type 
norm. When B is finite dimensional. it is well known that P,.f is infinitely 
differentiable forf belonging to some class of functions (15’. for instance). 
Howevet. in the case that B is infinite dimensional, P,f need not be even 
continuous for certain bounded function f [3, Proposition 31. In order to 
discuss tile regularity of Prf; Gross [3] introduced the notion of H-dif- 
ferential 3r differentiation in H-direction which is described more precisely 
in Section 1.1. Then, for a bounded real-valued measurable function .A it 
was sholvn that Prf‘ is infinitely H-differentiable at every s E B and 
D’P,f’(.ui is of HilbertMchmidt class on H and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
of the sel:ond H-derivative D’P,f(s) satisfies 
After Gross, the regularity of heat semigroup for various class of functions 
f and their applications were studied by many authors (see 
[ 1, 2, 5, t, 9, 1 I ] ). Recently Kuo [7], following Gross’ approach and 
inspired my the results of Piech [ 111. extended Gross’ results mentioned 
above by showing that ifJ‘E L’(p,(s, c[v)) then 
(a) P, f’is infinitely H-differentiable at .Y (see also [5]). 
(b) The n-fold H-derivative D”P,f(.y) of P,f’ at .Y is a symmetric 
n-linear Ililbert-Schmidt type operator on H” := H x ... x H(n-fold) (see 
Section 1.2 for definition). 
(c) The Hilbert-Schmidt norm of D”P,f(s) satisfies the estimation 
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(Properties (b) and (c) are essentially equivalent to Proposition 4 and 
Corollary 5 of [ 111 in the case that f is bounded.) 
In this paper, we extend Kuo’s result to the class of functions 
f‘~ L”( P,(.Y, do)), where .Y E B and LY > 1. It is shown that (a) and (b) remain 
true and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of D”P,f(x) satisfies the estimation 
with 
where 112 is the least even integer which is greater than or equal to LY’ = 
~xi’( 1 -Y) and ,u(~u) = (l/J%) exp( -tu’) dn. 
Note that K(n, ,x)= V% for ~22. The estimation (2) includes the 
estimation (1) as a special case. 
The infinite H-differentiability of P,f(.u) at x is proved by verifying an 
explicit formula of D”P,f(.u) by induction on II (See Proposition 3.1). To 
prove that (b) is true and (2) holds requires some work. In the course of 
proving (2), we obtain the inequality 
1 
,)I 
T(.u + iy)“p,(+) p,(h) 
where T is an n-linear continuous functional on B” and T the restriction of 
T to H” which is automatically a HilberttSchmidt operator (see, Sec- 
tion 1.2). The equality in (3) holds when M= 2 and T is symmetric. The 
inequality (3) is sharp in the sense that if c is a constant depending only on 
tz and nz so that the term in the left-hand side of (3) is bounded by cilTll& 
for all continuous n-linear functionals on B”, then 
We shall prove in Section 2 a more general form of inequality (3) and 
then return to the study of regularity properties of heat semigroup in 
Section 3. 
At the end of this section, we give some basic definitions and notations 
which shall be used in this paper. For general discussions of calculus on 
abstract Wiener space we refer the reader to [4]. 
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In th: sequel, (H, B) denotes a fixed but arbitrary abstract Wiener space 
as give11 at the beginning of this section. 
1.1 Let ,f be a real valued function defined in a neighborhood of x in 
B. Ther f is said to be H-differentiable at .Y if the function g(h) =.f(.u + h), 
regarded as a function defined in a neighborhood of the origin of H is 
Frechet differentiable at the origin and we denote the H-derivative offat s 
by Df( u). The nth order H-derivative of .f at .Y, denoted by D”/(x), is 
defined in a similar way. If ,f is Frechet differentiable at X, then ,f is 
automatically H-differentiable at .K and the usual Frechet derivative 
.f’(.u) = CIf(.u). Iffis twice H-differentiable at x such that D’j(.u) is of trace 
class 011 H, then we define the Laplacian df(s) off at .Y by df(.u)= 
trace,[D~f(s)]. Moreover. if Qf(s)~ B*, then we define yf(.~-)= 
-Jf(.u + (x, Qf’(.u)). N is densely defined on L’(p,) and the closure m of N 
is known as the number operator. For notational convenience, we shall use 
Df to denote both Frechet derivative and H-derivative. 
1.2 For a real Banach space IV, let L”( IV) = R’ and let ,‘I( ( W) = 
f.( U’, L ’ ‘( IV)) for n = 1, 2, 3,..., where L(X, Y) denotes the space of boun- 
ded linear operators from a Banach space X into another Y. We shall iden- 
tify I?.“( W) as the space of n-linear continuous operators from U”’ into R’. 
An o Jerator TE L”(H) is said to be of HilberttSchmidt type if 
1 (Te,,-e;,,)‘<y_~. (4) 
I I..... I,, = I 
where iek) is an O.N. basis of H. Note that the sum (4) is independent of 
the cho ce of O.N. basis; we simply denote the sum (4) by liTll&. 
Let L;‘?,(H) denote the collection of Hilbert-Schmidt type operators in 
L”(H). fhen (L;;,(H), 11. IIns) is a Hilbert space with inner product given 
by 
<S, T))= 1 (Se,;..e,)(Te,;..e,) 
I,... ,,, = I 
(5) 
for S, 1’~ L;‘,,(H). It follows from Kuo’s theorem [4, Corollary 4.4, p. 851 
that if 2.~ ,‘I( B), the restriction 7 of T to H” becomes a member of L;‘?,( H). 
Under this identification, L”(B) is regarded as a dense subspace of L;,,(H). 
(See also [4, p. 1031.) 
NOTATION. For T E f,“( W), we denote TX” = TX. . . .Y (n-times). 
1.3 Let B, denote the complexification of B and E, the class of 
analytic functions f defined on B, such that there exist constants c, c’ 
depending on f so that 
IJ‘Cx)l G c. exp(4Ll1-ll) 
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and let E,(B) be those functionsfdefined on B such that f(z) is defined for 
:E B, andfEE,. 
Now, for ,f~ E,(B) and for I > 0, define 
a,f(.r) =j fb- + i.d p,(4v), 
B 
where SE B and p, the abstract Wiener measure with variance parameter t. 
CJ, is called the Gauss transform with parameter t. When t = 1, we simply 
denote the corresponding Gauss transform by cr. The existence of a,ffor 
fg E,(B) is guaranteed by Fernique’s theorem (see [4, Theorem 3.1 I). It is 
easy to see that the inverse transform of (T, is P, (see [lo]). It is worth 
noting that iff‘is a real-valued function so is 0,-f: 
2. GAUSS TRANSFORM AND SHARP INEQUALITIES 
Our main goal in this section is to prove the inequality (3). We find it is 
easier to prove for a more general form of (3). To start with we give some 
lemmas. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let u and 1.7 be two real-valued.functions in E,(B). Then we 
hare 
j u(x) NV(S) p,(d.u) = 1 (k(x), DC(X)) p,(d.u), 
B B 
where ( ., .) is the inner product defined on H as given in Section 1 
Prooj: Let .f(.u) = U(X) DO(X). Then the lemma follows by applying 
Theorem 3.7 of [S] (integration by parts) to f: 1 
2.2. LEMMA. Let T be a symmetric member in L”(B) and let f(s) = TX”. 
Then .f e E,(B) and Naf(.u) = mf(s). 
ProoJ The case n = 0 and n = 1 are trivial. We prove the cases n > 2. 
Write 
?f(.~)={ (.‘c. T(.r+i~)f~~‘)p,(d~)+iI (y, T(x+iy)“~‘)p,(dy). (6) 
B B 
Then we have 
s (x, T(.u+iy)“-‘) p,(&)=n-‘(x, Do--(x)) (7) B 
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and 
= -(n-l)jB trace,[ZJs+iv)‘*P’] p,(~$) (by [&Theorem3.7]) 
= -,-I do-f(x). (81 
The 1:mma follows by putting (7) and (8) into (6). 1 
2.3. I.EMMA. Let T and,f’be gicen as in Lemma 2.2 and g a real-calued 
function in E;,(B). Then \ve have 
where { ?, ) is an 0. N. basis in H. 
Proqf It follows by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that 
g( .v ) G-f( .Y ) p , ( cls ) 
‘B 
=nm ’ ) <Qg(.~), w-(s)) P,(d.Y) 
-il 
Now (9) follows by induction on H. 1 
2.4. I‘HEOREM. For k= 1, 2 ,..., K, let 
integers and T, E L”,(B) and fk = TkY”. 
to H”. i-hen we hace 
{ nk \ be a sequence of nonnegative 
Let i?;. denote the restriction of T, 
where p du) = (v:2n) ~’ exp( -u’/2) du and H,,(u) = 5~ II (u + it!)” p(dt!). 
(10) 
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Proqt Note that, if T’ is the symmetrization of TEL”(B), then 
TX” = T’S” and II PII “s < II TII “s. Thus we may assume Tk’s are symmetric. 
We shall prove (10) by induction on K. 
When K = 1, there is nothing to prove since both sides of (10) vanish by 
[IO, Lemma 2.31. 
Assume ( 10) is true for K < nz and for any T, E L.““(B) for k = 1. Z,..., m. 
Let K = IH + 1 and let IZ,,, + , = Y. We have 
= i (T,,,+Ie,,, . . . . e,,) 
I, .._ I, = I 
(by Lemma 2.3 ). 
Next, let g, = qfk and write 
where s0 = 0 and sk = xf=, r, for k >, 1, and rc runs over all permutations of 
( l).... I’ ;. 
Observe that, for 11, ,.... 11, E B, 
D’g,(s)k, . ../~.=C(n~,r,)(r,!) ( Tjh,...h,i(r+j~.)“i~)‘~p,(n~,). 
-6 
Let C!,(.U)={~ T,e,\,m,e,...e,,,(s+ ~J,)“J ~’ 1 p,(ti>*) and apply the induction 
hypothesis, we get 
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On t le other hand, if one proceeds with the same argument as above, 
again with B= R’ and Tk = 1, one finds the constant in the brace on the 
right-hand side of the inequality (14) equal 
Therefore the inequality (10) holds with K = m + 1. 
This ‘:ompletes the proof of the theorem. 1 
2.5. l!enlark. Let e be an element in B* with lelH= 1. For k = l..... K, 
let T, be a member in L”l(B) defined by 
,= I 
Then tt e equality in (10) holds. This implies that the inequality (10) is 
sharp, i e., the constant in the brace on the right-hand side of (10) is the 
smallest one so that the inequality ( 10) holds for any choice of Tk E L’*,(B) 
fork= ,2 ,..., k. 1 
2.6. C'OROLLARY. Let TEL”(B) and nz a norlnegatitle integer. Then we 
have ,,1 
1 1 
,,1 T(-v + iy)" p,(d,v) p,(dv) p,(h) 
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If m = 1 or mn is odd, both sides of ( 15) oanish. If m = 2 and T is symmetric, 
then the equality of ( 15 ) holds. 
Proqf: The inequality (15) follows immediately from Theorem 2.5. The 
case m = 1 has been clarified in the proof of Theorem 2.5. If mn is odd, then 
it follows from the fact that p, and p are even that the two integrals on 
both sides are zero. 
It remains to verify the equality in (15) in case that m = 2 and T is sym- 
metric. In fact, by Lemma 2.3, we have 
T(x+i~)“p,(dy) 
I’ 
p,(d.u)=n! IlTIl& (16) 
Noting that j: % H,,( u)‘p(du) = n !, the equality of (15) follows. 1 
Recall that L”(B) is regarded as a dense subspace of L;;,(H) by identify- 
ing each TE L”(B) with its restriction T to H”, the subclass X”(B) of all 
symmetric members in L”(B) is dense in the class SLt,,(H) of symmetric 
members in L;‘,,(H). 
Denote by A; T(x) the Gauss transform with parameter t of ~JI” for 
TE L”(B). It follows from (15) that we have, for TE L”(B), 
i 
i:‘T(x)” p,(dsx) 6 t”n! 11 TII &. (17) 
B 
Equation ( 17) leads to the following definition. 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let TE Lyz,( H) and { Tk} a sequence of operators in 
L”(B) such that Tk + T in L;J H). Then we define 
i:’ T(x) = L’( p,) - ;!~JI 2:’ T,Jx). 
The limit is independent of the choice of the approximating sequence { Tk} 
in L”(B). Hence i:’ T is well-defined. 
E.; T enjoys the following properties: 
2.8. PROPOSITION. (a) Ler TE SL;,,( H) and SE SL;;,( H). Then bve haue 
s 
i:‘T(s) ITS(x) p,(dx) = 
0 if m#n 
B t”n! CT, 0, if m=n. 
(b ) The mapping (t”n! ) - ‘,2 2: is an isometric isomorphism from 
SLy,,( H) into L’( p,). 
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(cl Let TE L;;,(H)(SL;;,(H)) and {T,} a sequence in L”(B)(SL”(B)) 
such that Fk + T in L;;,(H). Then, for any’ ~12 1, A: Tk + i; T in L’(p,). 
ProqS Property (a) follows immediately from Lemma 2.3. Property (b) 
follows from (a). 
To [‘rove (c), we first note that, since ( pkk) is a Cauchy sequence in 
L” (H , (i: T,) is a Cauchy sequence in L”( p,) for a > I by Corollary 2.6. 121 
Recall .hat the L”(p,)-norm is monotone increasing with a, (i; Tk) has a 
commcn limit in L’(p,) which is nothing but A;T. (We remark here that 
~.;T,E L’(p,) for all 1 <a<c/,, hence /I;TEL’(~,) for all I <sc<‘x.) 1 
2.9. Pemurk. The function A; T defined by Definition 2.7 may be regar- 
ded as the Gauss transform with parameter t of the formal expression 
“or”.” For TE L;Izi( H)\L”( B), “rb “’ is meaningless, but 1; T is meaningful 
according to the Definition 2.7. For example, if TEL:,,(H), TX’ and 
trace,, r may not exist; however, the function E.f T(s) = ( Ts2 - t. trace, T) 
is defm:d almost everywhere with respect to p,. 1 
Let I E H and ‘,eA ) a sequence in B* such that le, - hj H -+ 0. We define 
the fun:tion I;(X) in L’(p,) by 
Ii( L’(~,)-~l[y, (x, e,). (18) 
I$(.u) is defined almost everywhere with respect to p,. It is normally dis- 
tributec with mean zero and variance tlhl;. Clearly, when he B*, 
I;(X) = (x, h). Sometimes we also denote h(.u) by (s, h) for IZE H. 
Note that L,‘,,(H) = H and L’(B) = B* and, for h E B*, 
a,(h)(X) = A;h(.Y) = h(x). (19) 
It follows from the Definition 2.7, for /ZE H, that Gauss transform o,(h) 
is defin,:d by the relation (19). It is defined almost everywhere with respect 
p,. Sin ilarly, we may define the Gauss transform cI(n;=, hi) of the 
function n;l=, L;(X) (h, E H) by the relation 
(20) 
where :ym @;=,h,=(l/n!) zxh 70 I ) @ ... Oh A,,,,, where the summation 
runs through ail the permutations n of { 1, 2,.... rz). As a consequence of 
Proposition 2.8(b), the mapping (t”n! ) “I ,I; is an isometric isomorphism 
from th: space H, of symmetric tensor product of n H’s into L’(p,). 
a,(n I= , h,) enjoys the following properties. 
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2.10. PROPOSITION. Let h , , h, ,..., h, E H. Then we have 
(a) o,(n;= , hi) E L”(p,) for all a b 1. It has mean zero and variance 
t”n! n;= , (hj f,. 
(b) Let n 2 1. Then, for almost all I with respect o p,, 
0, ( fi “‘,) t-u) = h,,(x) or (‘ff li,) (x, - t. ‘2’ (h.i, h,) 0, (“fi’ i”) (x), 
j=l j=l /-I s=l 
S#i 
(21) 
where we sef nE=, (.)i= 1 andJ$‘=, (.)j=O (cf. Cl]). 
Proqf: Property (a) is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.8. 
To prove (b), it suffices to verify (21) for hjE B* forj= 1, 2,..., n. 
First we note that if hi E B* for 1 <j 6 n, then l-I,“=, L,(X) E E,(B). Next, 
write 
Recall the relation (19) and then apply Lemma 2.3 to the second term on 
the right-hand side of (22). We have 
,.-I 
i Jn (s + iy, h,)(y, h,,) PI(&) 
/=I 
= --1. c (h,,h,) or (23) 
/=I 
S#/ 
where { ek } is an O.N. basis of H. 
Combining (22) and (23), we obtain (21). 1 
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3. REGULARITY OF HEAT 
It is known that the n-fold H-derivative 
exists, idways has the form 
SEMIOR~UP 
D”P,f of D”P,f, whenever it 
D”P,f(x) h, +,z=Jf(x+~*) e,(y; h I,.... h,) p,(dy), 
where .1, ,..., h, E H and (I,(,*; h, ,..., h,J is a polynomial of hL,(y) ,..., hi,,. 
Elson [ 1 ] defined 0: by a recursive formula and Piech [ 111 showed that 
e,(&- ; ht,..., h,) = tr”? ii1 ... h,,:. We shall show that 0,(~; h, ,..., II,,) is 
nothing but t -“a,(h^, ... L,,)(J). Although the proof of H-differentiability of 
P,f(x) follows by a routine argument, as the explicit formula of D”P,f(x) 
is the k :y to the accurate estimation of 11 D”P, f(x)11 hs, we include its proof 
in the fIllowing proposition for the sake of clarity. 
3.1. I'ROPOSITION. Let s be a fixed but arbitrary element in B and f a 
real-val,led fitnction defined on B. Assume that f E L’(p,(x, dy)) for some 
I> I. ‘rhen P,f(.u) is infinitely H-dtjjferentiable at x with its n,fold 
H-deriv, ztive given 61, 
D”P,f(.u)h,...h,=t-” 
i Bf(.y+I.)g, ( > 
fi A, (y) P,(~v), (24) 
;= I 
where h , ,..., h,, E H. 
Prooj: We shall verify (24) by induction on II. In addition to the con- 
vention! we set in Proposition 2.10, we set 
(a) fi (.).,=I and ,lj, (.),=O for n= 1; 
>=I 
Afi A * i.r 
(b) fi (.),=l for n=2. 
\ = I 
J f j.r 
The iclentity (24) is clearly true for n = 0. 
Assunte that (24) holds for n <m. We claim that it also holds for 
n=m+ 1. 
First ‘If all, we assume that h, . . . h, E B* and h, + , = k E H. 
Employing the identity (21) (Proposition 2.10(b)) and by induction 
hypotheiis, we have 
D”‘P,f(.u+k)h,...h,,-D”P,f(x)h,...12,, 
-& jBf(x+y) 0, ( mij’ h^,) (y)p,(dy) 
/=I 
= U,(X A,,.... k,,, k) + uz(.x; h, ,..., h,, k) + u&x; h ,,..., h,, k), 
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where 
81 
J,(r’;k)=exp[-lk12+2k^(1()/2f], 
u,k h,:..., h,,, k) 
and 
We shall estimate ui for i= 1, 2, 3. Note that u, = 0 when m = 0 and 
u7 = 0 when m d 1, we consider the estimation of u,( u3) only for m 2 1 
(m 3 2). 
Let q be an even positive integer and (A,( the H-norm of A,. Then we 
have the estimations 
(i) ^ J cJ,(Y; k) - 11” P,(h) B 
where 
c,(f,q,k)=(exp[q(2q- l)lk12/2t] i (2q)!2-‘-y t-ilk12i 
i j-0 (9 -A! WY I 
Ii2 
. 
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(by applying Corollary 2.6 with 
II, 
T= @ h, 
,=I 
\ + ; 
for each j), where cJt, q, k) = exp( IkJ */2qr). 
(iii) 
j 6 
J,(y; k)- 1 +(g)l’p,(dy) 
d c,(f, q, k)lkl“‘, 
where 
c,(r,q. k)=2”(/:_ /[~+f]2+fl’y,u(dS))I’2exp[q(2q-l)lk[2/2f]. 
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(9 {j8 10, (fi, 6,) (Y-WU, (iJ, ij) (~9 
where C,(t,q,k)= (S”,(H,,_2(~))Zy~(d~)}‘,Zy exp(lk12/2qt). 
Now, suppose that c(* is the least even integer which is greater than or 
equal to CY’ = ~(/(a - 1). Then, it follows from the estimations (ib(iv) that 
we have 
If(x+y)l”p,(dy) 
(by (i) and (ii)), (25) 
bAz(h a*, k) ( fi Vz.;l) Ikl’ {JB ,j-(x+y)i’p,(dy)}l-I 
J=I 
(by (iii) and Corollary 2.6), (26) 
Iu,(x; h ,,..‘, h,, k)l 
(by (iv)), (27) 
where, for j= 1, 2, 3, the function A,(t, a*, * ) is a continuous function on H. 
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Comtining (25), (26) and (27), we get 
D’“P,f( .Y + k) h, . . . II,,, - D”P,f(.x) h, . . . h,, 
Since both sides of (28) depend continuously on h,,..., h, with respect o 
the H-n’xrn, the inequality (28) also holds for h,,..., h, E H. Clearly, the 
right-harld side of (28) is o( Ikl ). The proposition follows. 1 
3.2. PCOPOSITION. Suppose x, CI and .f sati.sf:l’ the hypothesis of 
Proposit ‘on 3. I, ,c*e have 
(a) D”P,f(s)e SL;2,( H) and 
a% 
I ,,,I 
I~D”P,f’(.u)/l.,< tr’** H,(u)“‘p(du) 
-x 
ir I I:1 X I.f(-u+‘)l” P,(4) 3 (29) B 
where rn is the least et’en integer q such that q > CX’ = a/( 1 -a). 
(b) For an)’ TEL;‘?,(H), 
((T, D”P,f(x)))=t-“2[ f‘(x+y)A:‘T(y)p,(d.v). 
E 
(30) 
(c) Let s’ he another uector in B such that f E L’(p,(.x’, dy)). Then we 
have 
* 
(i 
I:m 
IID”P,.f(.v)- DnP,f(x’)lIHs G trN” H,~(u)“’ Adu) 
Proqf: (a) Let 
numbers such that 
ii,,. ,,,: i,= 1, 2, 3 ,... forj= I, 2 ,..., n 
X ji I.f(-u+~)-f(-~‘+1’)I”p,(dL’) 
) be a sequence of 
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and let (e,> be an O.N. basis of H consisting of elements of B*. Employing 
formula (24), we obtain, for any integer M, 
c l,,...,D”P,f(x)ei;..ei”=l~~‘l* f(x+v)~:T,M(L.)PI(4~~), (31) 
l,....,C = I B 
where T, is an operator in L”(B) defined as follows: 
(32) 
It follows from Corollary 2.6 that 
This implies that 
since II T,,,ll HS d K. 
Since M is arbitrary, we obtain 
(b) For any T E L;,,(H), there exists a sequence (T,W} of operators of 
86 YUH-JIA LEE 
the forrn (32) such that T,k, + Tin L;;,(H). Note that the identity (31) may 
be rewritten as 
Then (110) follows by letting M+ ;r,. 
Pr’lperty (c) follows immediately from (b) and Corollary 2.6. 1 
3.3. (COROLLARY (see [S] and [7, Theorem 3.31). (a) Let SE B befixed 
and f E L2( p,(x, dy)). Then P, f(x) is infiniteI?+ H-differentiable at x with 
D” P, fi x) E SL;‘,,( H) and 
(bl [f.f is Lip-a (0 < a ,< I ), then D”P,f: B + SL;‘?,(H) is also Lip-cc. 
Moreov 7, 
PVOOJ: Property (a) follows by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2(a). Property 
(b) follows by Proposition 3.2(c). 1 
3.4. (:~ROLLARY. Let ( 0, i- be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup 
defined by Off(x) = P, pC,m:!f(em’x). Assume that ,f E L’(p,).for some z > 1. 
Then WI’ have 
(a) There exists a measurable set Q c B with p,(Q) = 1 such that, for 
XEQ, 
s I.f(e~‘x+~~)l”p, ~~ 3(f+)< ‘3~. (33) B 
(b) For x E Q, 0, f(x) is infnitel~, H-dgferentiable with its n-fold 
H-derivcltive given by 
D”O,f(x) h, . ..h., 
t1, 
= (1 :e-2,)” jB,f(eph +I’) 0, m~emzI ( fi I;,) (~)p, (, 2c(49, 
i= I / 
tc*here h E H. Moreover, D”0, f(x) E SL;;,( H) and 
e 
-, 
IID”Olf(-u)llw Q 
J(l-e-“) 
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where rn is the least even integer q such that q > cd. 
Proqf Note that 
Hence there exists a measurable set Q that p,(Q) = 1 and for XEQ (33) 
holds. This proves (a); (b) follows from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2; (c) 
follows from (b). 1 
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